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Abstract—In this paper, we consider a massive multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) system for urban macro cellular
networks. A new technique named vertical spatial filtering (VSF)
is proposed to achieve low radio frequency (RF) complexity by
exploiting the spatial beam redundancy in elevation domain.
Specifically, VSF consists of two parts: beam mapping and beam
selection. We first adopt beam mapping to transform the received
signals from antenna space into beam space. Then, we use beam
selection to pick out part of the RF chains so as to realize the
reduction of RF complexity. A three-dimensional channel model
is adopted to evaluate the system performance. Two strategies for
beam selection are proposed and numerical results are presented.
The results show that the reduced system with VSF has the
performance comparable to the complete system, while only a
small amount of RF chains is required in vertical dimension of the
two-dimensional base station array.
Index Terms—Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO),
multi-user system, radio frequency (RF) beamforming, RF complexity, vertical spatial filtering (VSF).

I. INTRODUCTION
ULTIPLE-INPUT multiple-output (MIMO) technology
has been actively and intensively investigated over the
past years [1]. Some standards-driven commercial wireless
networks like the fourth generation (4G) mobile telecommunications [2], [3] have already successfully adopted MIMO
technology in practical systems. Spatial multiplexing is a key
advantage offered by MIMO technology, which allows multiple
independent data streams to be transmitted simultaneously
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by multiple transmit antennas, thereby directly improving the
channel capacity. More recently, massive MIMO, also known
as large-scale antenna system or full-dimension MIMO, has
emerged as a promising key technology for the fifth generation
(5G) mobile telecommunications [4], [5]. Massive MIMO
entails hundreds of antennas at the base station (BS), and such a
scaling up effect will bring some new opportunities that cannot
be found in conventional MIMO systems, e.g., extremely low
power for each antenna element that enables much higher
energy efficiency, much higher spectral efficiency that can be
achieved by extra degree of freedom in the spatial domain,
and the asymptotical orthogonality among user channels that
makes simple linear signal processing techniques near optimal
[6]. However, challenges are co-existing with the opportunities
at the present stage [6], [7]. There are still many open issues
that need further investigation for massive MIMO. One key
problem is that each transmit antenna requires one specific radio
frequency (RF) chain, including up/down converters, analogto-digital (A/D)-digital-to analog (D/A) converters and so forth,
which makes the whole massive MIMO system very complex
and expensive when the number of BS antennas is huge.
To alleviate the RF-complexity of MIMO system, several approaches have already been proposed in recent years. Antenna
selection [8]–[10] is an efficient solution to select L out of N
(L < N ) antennas for signal transmission, so as to reduce the
required number of RF chains. Spatial modulation [11]–[13] is a
more ambitious solution that antenna patterns can be also used to
transmit extra bits, in which only one RF chain is required. While
generalized spatial modulation [14]–[16], which can be implemented by either encoding the information into combinations of
antennas or by activating more than one RF chain and amalgamating spatial modulation with spatial multiplexing, allows the
designer to identify the number of active RF chains depending
on the complexity, power consumption and spectral efficiency
of interest. The energy efficiency of spatial modulation is much
higher than that of conventional MIMO system, but it comes at
the expense of sacrificing spectrum efficiency. However, spatial
modulation is an attractive compromise between energy efficiency and spectrum efficiency. A hybrid analog and digital
precoding scheme is proposed in millimeter wave (mmWave)
MIMO system [17]. By leveraging the limited scattering nature
of mmWave channels, a low hardware-complexity solution can
be realized.
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However, by reviewing those methods above, we found that
they would encounter some issues in massive MIMO system.
The complexity of antenna selection will dramatically increase
as the number of antennas grows, which makes it impractical for
massive MIMO system. Spatial modulation is realized at the cost
of capacity loss, which counteracts the benefit brought by massive MIMO. RF chains reduction in mmWave systems, however,
still needs many active phase shifters. In addition, these existing
methods usually consider linear array, while two-dimensional
(2D) array is expected to be implemented in massive MIMO
system in order to break the constraint in array aperture as well
as resolve signal paths in elevation domain [6]. Some of recent
techniques, like continuous aperture phased (CAP) MIMO [18],
beamspace MIMO [19], [20] and Electromagnetic (EM) lens
enabled MIMO [21], can cope with or extend to 2D apertures,
however, the single RF chain has to handle the total power fed
to the aperture. Such high power capacity for some expensive
RF components like power amplifier is unacceptable.
In this paper, we propose a new technique named vertical
spatial filtering (VSF) to reduce the RF complexity in massive
MIMO systems for UMa cellular networks. The reduced system
with VSF is able to save RF chains in vertical dimension of 2D
array while keeps the performance close to the complete system.
The concept of VSF, which consists of beam mapping and beam
selection, is driven by the following three factors: (i) massive
MIMO antennas are expected to be configured in a 2D array
structure in BS side; (ii) signals tend to arrive at BS within a restricted range of elevation angles in UMa cellular environments
[6], [29]; (iii) beamforming in RF domain can be easily realized
with low hardware cost. Factor (i) indicates that beamforming in
elevation domain is now considered in massive MIMO systems
by using antennas in vertical array dimension. Factor (ii), as it
will be shown in this paper, leads to the spatial beam redundancy
in vertical array dimension. By further considering factor (iii),
we first transform signals from antenna space into beam space
(beam mapping) using RF beamforming network implemented
in vertical array dimension and then merely select part of vertical
beams (beam selection) in elevation domain. It is worth noting
that RF beamforming applied in VSF is mainly used for signal
coverage [22] other than user communication [23]. Therefore
active phase shifters are not necessary and RF beamforming can
be simply realized by passive networks. Furthermore, beam selection is regarded as part of cell configuration, which should be
done before BS starts to provide services. Neither beam switch
network nor instant selection algorithm are needed. Last but
not least, although VSF is discussed only in massive MIMO
systems for UMa cellular networks in this paper, it can also be
applied in other environments or extended to other promising
5G technologies, such as high speed train (HST) systems [24]
with distrubuted massive MIMO [25], [26], only if above factors
(i) and (ii) still exist.
It is worth noting that as beamforming is carried out only in
vertical dimension of the 2D array while horizontal dimension
remains unchanged, existing techniques like antenna selection
or spatial modulation can be incorporated and implemented in
horizontal dimension to further reduce RF complexity. In addition, as will be demonstrated in Section III-A, power capacity

Fig. 1.
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Simplified BS and MS scenario.

of the RF chain will be more acceptable than 2D beamforming
techniques [27], [28].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the spatial beam redundancy in elevation domain together
with a three-dimensional (3D) channel model defined by the
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), which could deal
with channel properties in both elevation and azimuth domains.
Section III is focused on VSF, describing beam mapping and
beam selection and proposing two strategies for beam selection.
Section IV describes the system model with VSF. Numerical
results are presented in Section V, and finally conclusions are
drawn in Section VI.
Notation: Lower case boldfaced letters denote vectors while
upper case boldfaced letters denote matrices; tr(·) denotes the
trace of a matrix; (·)H , (·)T , (·)∗ and (·)−1 are used respectively
for Hermitian transpose, transpose, complex conjugate and inversion; [·]k ,l denotes the matrix element in kth row and lth
column; IN is the N × N identity matrix; 0M ×N is the M × N
all-zeros matrix; Expectation is denoted by E(·).
II. SPATIAL BEAM REDUNDANCY
A. Consideration in Elevation Domain
In UMa scenarios, BS is above all surrounding buildings.
Intuitively, signals transmitted by UTs (User Terminal) or scattered by surrounding objects are in the lower half space from
the view of BS array. Therefore, there is no need for BS to generate beams towards upper half space where no desired signals
exist, which implies that there exists spatial beam redundancy
in practical systems.
To further study the spatial beam redundancy mathematically,
we first consider a simplified scenario as shown in Fig. 1, where
hB S and hU T denote the height of BS and UT , respectively,
d is the horizontal distance between BS and UT, θL O S is the
elevation angle of line-of-sight (LOS) signal, Rmax is the cell
radius, and θs is the angle of sector coverage. Supposing the
uniform distribution of UTs’ positions in a sector, the number
of UTs with the same d is proportional to the arc length d · θs ,
leading to d following the triangular distribution [36] with the
probability density function (pdf ) as
pdf (d) =

2d
.
2
Rmax

(1)
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model is the introduction of parameters in elevation domain,
e.g., angle of arrival, angle of departure and angle spread.
Similar with 2D channel model, the channel coefficient of 3D
channel is also assumed to be the sum of contributions of several (L) scattering clusters, each of which has several (S) rays.
The difference is that each ray is defined by parameters both in
azimuth and elevation domain. For example, the angle of arrival
is defined by single parameter φ in 2D channel model while it
is defined by two parameters (θ, φ) in 3D channel model. For
convenience, we assume that the field pattern of the element
antennas are isotropic and only single linear polarization is considered. Therefore, the channel coefficient between the kth UT
and the element antenna in the mth row and the nth column of
the BS array can be expressed as [36]

Fig. 2. Probability density function (left) and cumulative distribution function
(right) for θL O S . The shadow area indicates the angle range of 98% coverage.

Considering the relationship between d and θL O S :
θL O S = arctan

d
,
hB S − hU T

(2)

the pdf and cumulative distribution function (cdf ) of θL O S can
be derived as
2(hB S − hU T )2 tan θL O S sec2 θL O S
,
pdf (θL O S ) =
2
Rmax

(3)

and
cdf (θL O S ) =

(hB S − hU T )2 tan2 θL O S
,
2
Rmax

(4)

respectively. Fig. 2 illustrates these two functions with hB S =
25 m, hU T = 1.5 m, where two different cases of cell radius,
Rmax = 200 m and Rmax = 500 m. It is clear that θL O S is mainly
concentrated upon small ranges and will get even more concentrated when cell radius is larger. As can be derived from Fig. 2,
the minimum angular range is only 33◦ and 15.7◦ for 98 percentage coverage for Rmax = 200 m and 500 m, respectively. If
we define the redundancy rate R as
R=1−

θd
,
Θ

(5)

where θd is the desired angular range, and Θ = 180◦ is coverage
ability of a BS array in elevation domain. Then, the redundancy
rate R of each case is calculated to be 81.7% and 91.3%, respectively. This indicates that large spatial beam redundancy still
exists in the lower half space due to the user distribution.
B. 3D Channel Model
Common 2D channel model [35] only describes channel properties in azimuth domain, which is not suitable for our study as
channel properties in elevation domain should also be considered in this paper. Therefore, we adopt a reliable 3D channel
model newly defined by 3GPP [36]. The main feature of this

[H]m +(n −1)×M ,k =

L 
S 


Pl /S exp (jΦls ) ·

l=1 s=1




exp j2πλ−1 r̂Tls,B S dm n ,B S

(6)

where Pl is the power of the lth cluster, Φls is an random initial
phase for the sth ray in the lth cluster, r̂ls,B S is the spherical
unit vector of BS array given by
⎤
⎡
sin θls,Z O A cos φls,A O A
⎥
⎢
r̂ls,B S = ⎣ sin θls,Z O A sin φls,A O A ⎦ ,
(7)
cos θls,Z O A
where φls,A O A (θls,Z O A ) is the azimuth (elevation) angle of
arrival at BS, dm n ,B T is the location vector of BS element
antenna in the mth row and the nth column, λ is the wavelength
of carrier frequency.
As defined in [36], the angle of a certain non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) cluster with respect to LOS angle is associated with the
power of this cluster. Statistically, the angle would be smaller if
the power is stronger. That is to say, clusters with higher power
are closer to LOS direction. This assumption is reasonable in
real physical environments as clusters far away from the LOS
direction usually experience more path loss due to longer path
distance or multiple scatters.
Fig. 3 shows the power angular spectrum (PAS) within a
120◦ sector derived from 3GPP 3D channel model. In order to
fully demonstrate the statistic property, we add up the power
of signals from 10000 UTs. Considering the case that there are
12 clusters for each UT and 20 rays for each cluster, the total
number of rays is up to 2.4 million. It is clear that vast majority of
signal power is constrained in a small area in elevation domain,
which is consistent with the result in Fig. 2. However, difference
should be noted between these two results. Fig. 3 is the case of
NLOS environment, while Fig. 2 can be approximately regarded
as an LOS case where the Ricean K-factor tends to infinity and
signals from different directions have the same power. Result
shown in Fig. 3 is important for the proposed VSF technique as
it guarantees the prerequisite of spatial beam redundancy even
in NLOS environment.
Measured results of channel properties also can be found in
[29], where a field measurement campaign is carried out for
characterizing the 3D MIMO channel, particularly in elevation
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Fig. 3. Simulated power angular spectrum at BS array in NLOS environment with 10000 UTs. Sector angle is 120◦ in azimuth domain. The result is
normalized by maximum value.

domain, in a typical macro urban area (UMa) environment in
Beijing, which verified the results discussed above.
Therefore, if we could find a way to discard these redundant
beams and preserve those desired beams in elevation domain,
large amount of RF chains might be saved while system performance could still be maintained. VSF is such a way to achieve
this goal.
III. VERTICAL SPATIAL FILTERING (VSF)
A. Overview
Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the reduced system with
VSF. Suppose that the 2D BS array is deployed in a rectangular
configuration with M element antennas in vertical dimension
(columns) and N element antennas in horizontal dimension
(rows). Conventionally, the number of RF chains should be the
same as the total number of element antennas, i.e., M × N .
However, with VSF implemented between 2D array and RF
front end, the number of RF chains can be reduced to L × N .
The principle is described as follows. N identical beam mapping networks are first implemented behind each column of the
2D array, which is responsible for transforming the received signals from antenna space (constructed by output of M antenna
ports) into beam space (constructed by output of M beam ports).
Thanks to the spatial beam redundancy in elevation domain,
some of the beam ports have negligible signal output, therefore
only L rows of them (L < M ) are required to connect to subsequent RF chains while the remained M − L rows of beam ports
can be discarded (terminated with impedance matching components). According to the above description, we could divide
VSF into two parts, beam mapping and beam selection, all in
vertical array dimension as indicated in Fig. 4.
Before we elaborate these two parts, one important fact
is worth being stressed. Compared with antenna selection
[8]–[10], there is neither switch network nor instant selection
algorithm in the proposed scheme when BS is communicating
with UTs. This is because that beam selection depends not on
a specific UT position but on the statical property of the UT
distribution. That is to say, beam selection is done at the stage
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of cell configuration and those L out of M rows of beam ports
are the same for all UTs. Furthermore, Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the vertical beam mapping and 2D beamforming
technology [27], [28]. From theoretical discussion, they are the
same as they are all based on butler network. However there are
still two major differences. One is the RF cost and the other is
system robust. First we take an example to discuss RF cost. Assuming that the array size is 10 × 10 and each antenna element
carries the power of 0.1 W. For 2D beamforming, as a single
RF chain has to illuminate all the antennas, power capacity of
the power amplifier (PA) in this RF chain should be larger than
10 W (10 × 10 × 0.1). While for the proposed scheme, a single
RF chain should only support a column (10), power capacity
of its PA should only larger than 1 W (10 × 0.1). As the cost
of PA increases dramatically with the power capacity, vertical
beamforming outperforms 2D beamforming in terms of RF cost.
Then we consider system robust. As a specific area is covered
by only one single beam for 2D beamforming, when this beam
is failure, this area is beyond the coverage, which is totally unacceptable from the respect of user experience. While for vertical
beam mapping, as any area is covered by several beams, the
impact of single beam failure is minor.
As VSF is implemented in vertical dimension and all the
columns of BS array have the same operation, the following
discussion will first focus on a single column, i.e., an M -element
linear array. And then give the system model with 2D array in
Section IV.
B. Beam Mapping
Beam mapping is a transformation from antenna space to
beam space. Several methods can be used to realize the mapping
matrix, like Butler network [32] or transmit arrays [33]. The
following discussion will be based on Butler network. Referring
to microwave network theory, beam mapping can be described as
b = Ts,

(8)

where s and b are both M × 1 vectors representing received signals on a single column of BS array in antenna space and beam
space, respectively. T is an M × M mapping matrix composed
of scattering parameters from antenna ports to beam ports. As
the beam mapping network is considered to be passive and lossless, T should satisfy the condition of unitary matrix, i.e.,
TH T = TTH = I,

(9)

which is able to preserve the signal power in both antenna space
and beam space. The following discussion shows the derivation
of T.
As known from antenna array theory [30], when a complete
description of the desired antenna pattern is given, the antenna
excitations in a uniform linear array (ULA) can be determined by
beamforming technology. The antenna pattern fd (θ) described
by these antenna excitations is
fd (θ) =

M

m =1

αm cm (θ),

(10)
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the reduced system with VSF: UTs are all equipped with a single antenna; BS is equipped with a 2D antenna array that has M rows and
N columns; N identical beam mapping networks are implemented behind each column of the 2D array; L out of M rows of beam ports are selected for further
baseband processing.

Fig. 5. Comparison between vertical beam mapping and 2D beamforming fed by a single RF chain. (a) vertical beam mapping: only a column of elements are
illuminated. (b) 2D beamforming: all the elements are illuminated.

where θ is the angle of observation direction relative to the
axis of the ULA, M is the total number of antennas, αm is
the excitation of the mth antenna, and cm (θ) is array steering
weight for the mth antenna which is expressed as
cm (θ) = exp j

2π
(M − m)d cos θ ,
λ

(11)

where λ is the wavelength of carrier frequency, d is the element
space for ULA. Thus, M independent basis patterns (or beams)
fk (θ) (for k = 1, 2, · · · , M ), whose main lobes point to M
different directions θk , can be derived as
fk (θ) =

M


αm ,k cm (θ),

(12)

m =1

where
αm ,k = |αm ,k | exp −j

2π
(M − m) d cos θk
λ

.

(13)

Equations (11), (12) and (13) indicate that signals transmitted
by M antennas sum in phase at the direction of angle θk for
basis pattern fk (θ), thus making the main lobe of fk (θ) points
to θk .
As the degrees of freedom for antenna space and beam space
are the same (both of them are M ), any desired antenna pattern

synthesized by array antennas can be definitely synthesized by
these basis beams, i.e.,
fd (θ) =

M


βk fk (θ) =

M 
M


αm ,k βk cm (θ),

(14)

k =1 m =1

k =1

where βk is the weight of the kth basis beam. From (10) and
(14), we can derive the transformation from beam weights to
antenna excitations,
[α1 , α2 , · · · , αm ]T = Tb · [β1 , β2 , · · · , βm ]T ,
where

⎡

α1,1

⎢α
⎢ 2,1
Tb = ⎢
⎢ ..
⎣ .
αM ,1

α1,2

···

α1,M

α2,2
..
.
αM ,2

···
..
.

α2,M
..
.
αM ,M

···

(15)

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥.
⎥
⎦

(16)

The relationship between Tb and the mapping matrix T in (8)
is
T = TTb ,

(17)

which is due to the reciprocity of passive network. Because
[Tb ]m ,k is the scattering parameter from beam ports #k to an-
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by (16), (17), and (19), which is expressed as


π
1
(M + 1 − 2m) (M − k) . (20)
[T]m ,k = √ exp −j
M
M
It is obvious from Fig. 6 that the maximum direction of one
pattern is at nulls of all others. This is due to the orthogonal
nature of these patterns derived by Butler matrix. These patterns
together cover the whole elevation space (from 0◦ to 180◦ ), thus
some input ports whose output patterns point to undesired space
can be discarded. Nevertheless, desired user signals or multipath
information can still be preserved and only a small amount of
beamforming gain might be lost.
C. Beam Selection
Beam selection, which selects L out of M beams after the
operation of beam mapping, can be expressed by using an L ×
M row-selecting matrix Λ as
 = Λb,
b

(21)

 is an L × 1 vector denoting signals on L selected
where b
beams. Suppose these L selected beams are predefined in a
vector
p = [p1 , p2 , · · · , pL ] ,

Fig. 6. Basis patterns for 8-vertical-element ULA: (a) Block diagram of 8 × 8
mapping network; (b) Mapping beams corresponding to input ports.

tenna port #m, while [T]k ,m is the scattering parameter from
antenna port #m to beam port #k. These two scattering parameters should be the same for a pass microwave network [31]. It
is obvious that (8) is related to receiving mode (uplink) while
(15) is related to transmitting mode (downlink).
As an example, Fig. 6 shows the case of Butler network with
an 8-vertical-element λ/2-spaced ULA whose antennas have
isotropic radiation patterns. The circuit diagram of an 8 × 8
Butler network can be found in [34]. We only give the expression
of the mapping matrix T used in this paper. For each beam port,
the Butler network generates progressive phase shifts (PPS) at
the antenna ports with equal amplitude. For an M × M Butler
network, there are M PPS and the PPS for the kth beam port
satisfies
2π
M + 1 − 2k
π=
d cos θk .
M
λ

where pl ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M } (for l = 1, 2, · · · , L) is the beam index. The element of Λ would be

1, m = pl ,
(23)
[Λ]l,m =
0, m = pl .
By substituting (8) into (21), the received signals on a single
column of 2D array after VSF can be expressed as
 = ΛTs.
b

Substituting (18) into (13), we can derive the antenna excitations
for kth basis beam as


π
1
αm ,k = √ exp −j
(M + 1 − 2k) (M − m) . (19)
M
M
Basis patterns shown in Fig. 6(b) can be obtained by substituting
(11) and (19) into (12). Finally, the mapping matrix T is derived

(24)

The most important thing for VSF is to determine how many
beams and which beam set should be used. In general, beam
selection mainly depends on two factors. One is the statistical
characteristics of PAS as plotted in Fig. 3, and the other is the
acceptable system performance loss. The first factor is related to
the channel measurement campaign in real scenarios. While the
second factor implies a trade-off between system performance
and system complexity.
In the following discussion, we define η as the signal power
ratio for signals restricted in a certain elevation angle range
[θ1 , θ2 ],
 θ2
 θ 2  2π
P (θ, φ) sin θdθdφ =
Pθ (θ) sin θdθ, (25)
η=
θ1

(18)

(22)

θ1

0

where P (θ, φ) is the normalized PAS satisfying
 π  2π
P (θ, φ) sin θdθdφ = 1.
0

(26)

0

and


Pθ (θ) =

2π

P (θ, φ)dφ.
0

Now we propose two strategies for beam selection.

(27)
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1) Given η, Minimize the Number of Required Beam: The
required beam set is related to signal coverage, therefore we
should first minimize the range of elevation angle where power
ratio is no less than the given η.
This strategy can be obtained by solving the following optimization problem:
min (θ2 − θ1 )
 θ2
Pθ (θ) sin θdθ ≥ η
s.t.
θ1

0 ≤ θ1 < θ2 ≤ π

(28)

By studying the results in Fig. 3, we can speculate that
Pθ (θ) sin θ is an unimodal function in θ ∈ [0, π], which has
a single maximum value. We can search θ1 (θ2 ) starting from its
peak position θm to its right (left) side. If we use
Pθ (θ1 ) sin θ1 = Pθ (θ2 ) sin θ2

(29)

as a constraint condition during the searching process, we can
guarantee that any values of Pθ (θ) sin θ in [θ1 , θ2 ] is larger than
those out of this range. Therefore, when (25) is satisfied, θ2 − θ1
must be the minimum for the given η.
However, PAS is derived by channel measurement in real scenario, where results are all discrete. Therefore discrete version
of searching method described above should be used to determine θ1 and θ2 , which is detailed in Algorithm 1. After that, we
can solve the following optimization problem to determine how
many beams (L) and which beam set (p) should be used:
min L

Algorithm 1: Determine signal coverage.
Input:
(1) discretized elevation angle set: θ(n ) ;
(n )
(2) PAS corresponding to discretized angles: Pθ ;
(3) the given power ratio: η;
Output: θ1 , θ2 

(n )
1: m := arg max Pθ sin θ(n )
n
2: n1 := m
3: n2 := 
m
(n )
Pθ sin θ(n )
4: Pt :=
n

n2

(n )
(n )
5: while
Pθ sin θ
Pt < η do
n =n 1

6:
n2 := n2 + 1
(n 1)
(n 2)
7:
while Pθ sin θ(n 1) > Pθ sin θ(n 2) do
8:
n1 := n1 − 1
9:
end while
10: end while
11: θ1 = θ(n 1)
12: θ2 = θ(n 2)

2) Given Number of Required Beams, Maximize η: If the
number of beams (L) is pre-decided due to the consideration of
system complexity, the selected beams should cover the range
where signal power ratio η is maximized. The selected beam set
p should satisfy the following condition
 θ2
Pθ (θ) sin θdθ,
(32)
[θm 1 , θm 2 ] = arg max
[θ 1 ,θ 2 ]

s.t.

where

{#p1 , #p2 , · · · , #pL } ⊂ {#1, #2, · · · , #M }
[θ1 , θ2 ] ⊆

L


[θ1 , θ2 ] =
(# p )
BW3dB l ,

L


L


(# p )

BW3dB l .

(33)

l=1

l=1

[θ1 , θ2 ] ⊂

θ1

(# p )

(# p )

BW3dB l − BW3dB s , ∀s ∈ [1, 2, · · · , L]

l=1

(30)
(# p )

where index #pl and BW3dB l denote the lth required beam
and its 3 dB beamwidth coverage. (30) means that the required
beam set p = {#p1 , #p2 , · · · , #pL } should be the minimum
beam set whose 3dB beamwidth jointly covers elevation angle
range [θ1 , θ2 ].
By using Algorithm 1 we find that 99% of signal power is restricted in the elevation angle between 75◦ and 121◦ . Referring
to Fig. 6(b), assuming BS array has 8 antennas in vertical dimension, we found that three beams of #4(p1 ), #5(p2 ), and #6(p3 )
are sufficient to cover the range of [75◦ , 121◦ ]. Therefore, the
row-selecting matrix Λ defined in (21) should be
⎡
⎤
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
⎢
⎥
Λ = ⎣0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0⎦.
(31)
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Similar to Algorithm 1, we can search the required beams from
the beam that covers the peak direction, which is described in
Algorithm 2. As an example, if only two beams can be used
in an array with 8 antennas, beams of #4 and #5 should be
selected.
A simple empirical method can be also used to determine the
beams for PAS shown in Fig. 3, which is described as bellow
step 1: Given the specified number of vertical beams m due to
the acceptable system complexity;
step 2: The number of vertical beams in upper half space is
(m − 1)/2 , and the selected beams should be those
which are close to horizontal plane;
step 3: Then the number of vertical beams in lower half space
is m − (m − 1)/2 , and the selected beams should be
those which are close to horizontal plane.
This empirical method is based on the fact seen from Fig. 3
that most signals are near the horizontal plane and those from
lower half space are a little more than those from lower half
space.
It is worth noting again that beam selection can be regarded
as part of cell configuration. It should be done before the system
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Algorithm 2: Determine beam set.
Input:
(1) discretized elevation angle set: θ(n ) ;
(n )
(2) PAS corresponding to discretized angles: Pθ ;
(3) the required beam number: L;
Output: p1, p2 

(n )
1: m := arg max Pθ sin θ(n )
n

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

p2


7:

(pm )

find pm , s.t. θ(m ) ∈ BW3dB
p1 := pm
p2 := pm
while p2
− p1 + 1 <
 L do
Pθ θ(n ) sin θ(n ) , where θ(n ) ∈
η1 :=
n

(p)

BW3dB
p=p1−1
  (n ) 
sin θ(n ) , where θ(n ) ∈
η2 :=
Pθ θ
p2+1

p=p1

Fig. 7. The number of required beams (L) as a function of the number of
vertical antennas (M ), where different η’s are considered.

n

(p)

BW3dB
Note that T is expressed in the form of N × N block matrix, where all diagonal element matrices are ΛT and all nondiagonal element matrices are all-zeros matrix.
Finally, the system model of the reduced system with VSF
can be expressed as

8: if η1 < η2 then
9:
p2 := p2 + 1
10: else
11:
p1 := p1 − 1
12: end if
13: end while

 +n
 = Hx
,
y

starts to provide services. Therefore, no additional complexity
will be introduced when BS begins to communicate with UTs.
IV. SYSTEM MODEL WITH VSF
As shown in Fig. 4, the received signals without VSF can be
expressed as
y = Hx + n,

(34)

where y is the M N × 1 received vector, H is the M N × K
channel matrix whose element [H]m +(n −1)×M ,k (for m =
1, 2, · · · , M , n = 1, 2, · · · , N , k = 1, 2, · · · , K) represents the
complex channel gain between the kth UT and the element antenna in mth row and nth column of BS array, x =
[x1 , x2 , · · · , xK ]T is a K × 1 vector that contains transmitted
signal xk from the kth UT, and n is the i.i.d additive Gaussian
noise vector following the distribution CN (0, σn2 ).
When VSF is implemented in each column of BS array, the
original channel matrix H can be replaced by a virtual channel
 Referring to (24), the relationship between these two
matrix H.
channel matrices can be expressed as
 = T H,
H

(35)

where T is an LN × M N matrix extended from ΛT in (24) as
⎡
⎤
ΛT 0L ×M · · · 0L ×M
⎢0
ΛT · · · 0L ×M ⎥
⎢ L ×M
⎥
⎢
⎥
(36)
T =⎢ .
..
.. ⎥ .
..
.
.
⎣ .
.
. ⎦
0L ×M

0L ×M

···

ΛT

(37)

 = T y, an LN × 1 vector, is the transformed signals in
where y
 = T n, an LN × 1 vector of
beam space. Similarly, we have n
i.i.d Gaussian noise variables.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Study of Required beams
Fig. 7 shows the number of required beams (L) as a function
of the number of vertical antennas (M ) when different η’s are
considered. The result is derived from Algorithm 1. It is easy
to see that less than half of the total vertical beams are needed
to achieve a η = 99% signal power coverage. If we lower η a
little bit, e.g. η = 95%, another half of the vertical beams can
be discarded further. One more thing we can learn from Fig. 7
is that L increases linearly with M for a given η, which means
the required beam ratio (L/M ) is corresponding to the given η.
This relationship between L/M and η can be derived by using
Algorithm 2, and the corresponding result is shown in Fig. 8.
We have L/M = 0.1 for η = 90%, L/M = 0.17 for η = 95%,
and L/M = 0.38 for η = 99% from Fig. 8, which indicates
significant reduction of RF chains achieved by VSF. When the
number of required vertical beams L is small (compared to M ),
adding one more beam could bring huge increase of the signal
power coverage while the contribution of adding more beams
will not be attractive when L is large.
B. Single-User System Performance
We first study the performance of the reduced system with
VSF for a single user, i.e. K = 1. The channel capacity for
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TABLE I
RELATIVE PERCENTAGE OF ERGODIC OUTAGE CHANNEL CAPACITY

Fig. 8. The signal power ratio η as a function of the required beam ratio
(L/M ).

Fig. 9. CDF of the channel capacity for single-user system in three cases; Case
I: M = 8, N = 16; Case II: M = 16, N = 16; Case III: M = 32, N = 16.

conventional complete system C0 is well known to be


C0 = log2 1 + ρHH H ,

L/M

Case I
(M = 8)
C 0 : 10.17 bps/Hz

Case II
(M = 16)
C 0 : 11.18 bps/Hz

Case III
(M = 32)
C 0 : 12.17 bps/Hz

1/8
1/4
1/2

94.40%
95.77%
99.12%

96.60%
98.84%
99.46%

97.62%
98.93%
99.67%

is applied. For simplicity, empirical method is used to select
beams for specified beam numbers. It is clear from Fig. 9 that
with the increased L/M in each case, CDF curve of the reduced
system with VSF gets closer to the result of the complete system.
By Comparing case I and case II (or case II and case III), we
can find that performance of case II with half of vertical beams
is much better than that of case I with full system while the
number of vertical beams L are the same in both cases. The
above example shows that with the same RF complexity, reduced
system with VSF outperforms the complete system. This is
caused by the fact that higher channel gain can be achieved by
larger M , which also leads to the result that the performance in
case II with only two vertical beams (L/M = 1/8) is still better
than that in case I with eight vertical beams (complete system).
Table I lists the ergodic outage channel capacity derived from
Fig. 9 for three different cases. The first row shows the absolute
values C0 of the complete systems while for the reduced system
with VSF, results are given by relative percentage normalized
by C0 . We find that the percentage increases not only with
higher L/M but also with larger M , which indicates that when
L/M is fixed, the performance of the reduced system with
VSF is closer to its full system if the array becomes larger.
This is duo to the higher beam resolution in elevation domain,
which enhances with the increased number of vertical antennas,
thus making it easier for the system to direct the main lobe to
the UT. However, higher beam resolution also means more RF
chains even when the RF-complexity of the system is reduced.
Therefore, we should jointly consider the system performance,
BS array scale and the redundancy rate, indicating trade-offs
between these three factors.

(38)

where H is defined in (34), ρ = P/σn2 is the nominal SNR. As
for the reduced system with VSF, the channel capacity CV S F is
given by


HH
 ,
CV S F = log2 1 + ρH
(39)
 is defined in (35). In this section, we use Butler network
where H
(20) to realize beam mapping.
Fig. 9 shows the CDF of channel capacity when three different
cases of BS configurations are considered with SNR = 10 dB,
where the number of horizontal antennas is fixed as N = 16 but
number of vertical antennas are M = 8, M = 16, and M = 32,
respectively. In each case, three required beam ratios L/M are
compared. Therefore, the second strategy for the beam selection

C. Multi-User System Performance
Now we consider the performance in multi-user scenarios.
Different from FFT-based antenna selection [9], the reduced
system with VSF does not require selection algorithm as the
reduced RF-chains are determined by the system configuration.
Therefore, it will be more efficient in multi-user systems. We
study the sum-rate capacity and BER performance in multi-user
MIMO systems in this part.
Let hk ∈ C M N ×1 denote the kth column of H, representing
the channel coefficient vector between the kth UT and BS. We
use MMSE [37], [38] to maximize the post-detection signal-tointerference plus noise ratio (SINR) for each UT. The received
interference-plus-noise correlation matrix Rn n ,k for the kth UT
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Fig. 10. Sum-rate capacity comparison between the reduced system with VSF
and two complete systems.

is given by
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Fig. 11. BER performance comparison between the reduced system with VSF
and two complete systems, where K = 10.

the interference from other UTs, which can be expressed as
Rn n ,k = σn2 IM N +

K


h∗j hTj ,

(40)

j =1,j = k

and the correspongding weight wk that maximizes the output
SINR is
∗
wk = R−1
n n ,k hk .

wkH h∗k hTu wk
wkH Rn n ,k wk

and thus the sum-rate capacity is
K


Csum = E
log2 (1 + SIN Rk ) .

(42)

(43)

k =1

The expression for the reduced system with VSF can be obtained
in the same way.
Three systems are compared in this section: complete system
with 16 × 16 array, reduced system with 16 × 16 array but 4 ×
16 RF chains, and complete system with 4 × 16 array. Fig. 10
shows the sum-rate capacity against the number of UTs (K). We
can observe that the sum-rate capacity gap between the reduced
system and the complete system with the same array scale is
negligible when K is small (e.g., K ≤ 25 in Fig. 10). However,
this gap can be bridged when beam resolution is high enough.
When K increases, the sum-rate capacity of the reduced system
becomes saturated first, which means less UTs can be supported
compared to the complete system. In addition, it is shown that
the reduced system outperforms the complete system with the
same RF complexity, which again validates the advantage of
VSF.
Fig. 11 shows the BER performance comparison between
those three considered systems in downlink. Precoding technique of regularized channel inversion [39] is applied to cancel

(44)

where β is a constant factor to maintain the total transmit power
and it is given by


(41)

Then, we can derive the expression of SINR for the kth UT as
SIN Rk =


−1
,
W = βH∗ HT H∗ + σn2 IK

β=

MN
.
tr (WWH )

(45)

The received signal must be divided by β at each UT to
compensate for the effect of amplification by this factor. We
simulate ten UTs simultaneously to avoid the UT saturation, and
keep the same transmit power for all three considered systems.
It can be seen from Fig. 11 that the BER performance of the
reduced system with VSF is much closer to that of the complete
system with the same array scale and outperforms the complete
system with the same RF complexity.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new technique called vertical spatial filtering
(VSF) was proposed to reduce the RF complexity in vertical
dimension of a massive MIMO planar array for UMa cellular
networks. We first introduced the spatial beam redundancy together with a 3D channel model defined by 3GPP. Then, we
elaborated VSF by discussing beam mapping and beam selection. Finally, system model with VSF and numerical results are
presented to evaluate the system performance. Particularly, VSF
is implemented in vertical dimension of BS array and is very
attractive for saving RF chains in elevation domain in UMa cellular networks. Considerable RF chains in vertical dimension
can be saved due to the high spatial beam redundancy, while
very close performance compared to the conventional complete
system can be maintained.
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